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Postgraduate Certificate in Education (21\textsuperscript{st} Century Teaching and Learning)

1. Introduction

This postgraduate certificate course focuses on assisting teachers in developing their capacity to exploit the potential of technology to create constructivist and constructionist learning opportunities for their students in accordance to the principles outlined in Digital Strategy for Schools and the focus on Key Skills espoused by the new Junior Cycle. There is a particular emphasis on STEM and the teaching of Computer Science (CS) with a view to helping teachers prepare to teach the Junior Certificate Coding short course and new Leaving Certificate Computer Science course. Another key element of the programme is to undergo experiential learning in student-centred, innovative pedagogies, which are team- and project-based, cross-curricular, and mediated through a range of digital technology tools for teaching and learning. The Certificate also focuses on the teacher as a change agent in their school and offers support in the areas of change management, inclusive policies, and the teacher as a researcher of their own practice. Finally, the Certificate offers support in the area of inclusive education which speaks especially to those who work in areas of socio-economic disadvantage.

The certificate is provided as part of the ‘Trinity Access’ project, which is a collaboration across College, and includes the Trinity Access Programmes (TAP) and Bridge21 and the expertise of the Schools of Education and Computer Science & Statistics. The PG Cert is situated within the School of Education’s existing Division of Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and will draw on the School’s significant experience in offering courses of this nature to teachers. The School of Education is one of the largest professional schools in College and organises its activities around teaching, learning and research. The School addresses educational issues at several levels: in initial teacher education, postgraduate teacher education, Continuing Professional Development (CPD), and through engagement in high quality research. There is a long tradition in the School of Education of educating high quality teachers to cover the full range of educational provision in Ireland, and of further supporting them during their career through the provision of targeted and specialised in-career and postgraduate programmes ranging from diploma to doctoral level. The certificate course is a core part of the School’s strategic planning in relation to the provision of the continuum of lifelong learning for teachers. TAP has a long track record of developing innovative educational projects, courses and entry routes for students from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds while Bridge21 is an innovative, yet pragmatic, model of 21\textsuperscript{st} Century (21C) teaching & learning.
2. **Course Rationale**

2.1. **Purpose**

The course modules reflect a number of intersecting concerns on the current landscape of Irish education, particularly the Digital Strategy for Schools; development of enhanced leadership capacity within schools and across the system generally; development of STEM/CS capacity within schools; and enhanced support for students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Thus, the Postgraduate Certificate in 21\textsuperscript{st} Century Teaching and Learning provides educators with the opportunity to up-skill in relation to areas of their professional knowledge and practice, which are currently the subject of system level review and attention at national level.

2.2. **Course Aims**

The certificate aims to support the development of an innovative learning culture within schools, through working with participant teachers to develop a teaching and learning environment that is team-based, technology-mediated, project-focused and cross-curricular. Modules in the certificate reflect an additional focus on leading and managing change and building an understanding of the major current policy challenges within which the post-primary education system is operating.

The modules aim to enhance the expertise of the teaching cohort in new models of teaching and learning with particular emphasis on STEM/CS. Furthermore, the modules aim to address complex challenges related to developing an inclusive educational environment and preparing all school students for higher academic aspiration and progression, through a focus on whole school culture, leadership and change.

In summary, the certificate course aims are to:

- inform and support teachers through national educational reform initiatives – such as the Digital Strategy for Schools, the Junior Certificate coding short course, and the Leaving Certificate Computer Science course;

- further develop the capacity and confidence of participating teachers to lead and manage innovation and change within their educational environment, both in the classroom and the wider school context;

- ensure that the opportunities presented by educational reforms are fully harnessed by schools across the socio-economic spectrum – including those closely linked to Trinity
College in low income communities near the University; and

- involve participant teachers and schools in a learning and research programme that will enable professional development as well as the development of exemplar schools in the context of 21C learning environments.

2.3. **Course Learning Outcomes**

On successful completion of the Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) students should be able to:

- analyse the theory and practice underpinning a 21C learning environment;
- develop and research/evaluate a 21C learning environment;
- engage in the teaching of coding;
- employ computer programming and STEM knowledge and skills in their professional practice;
- relate educational theory in inclusive education, leadership and change management to the development of educational policy and provision;
- apply appropriate theories and practices related to leadership and change management within their own learning environments;
- develop reflective practice in collaborative teaching and learning contexts.

3. **Academic and Administrative Staff**

The Coordinator of this certificate course is Dr Jake Byrne in the School of Education.

The Head of the School of Education is Dr Damian Murchan.

The course is administered by Dr Jane O'Hara, admin21@tcd.ie, 01 896 3812. Jane is based in the Trinity Access office in the Lloyd Institute on campus (though currently working from home, so email is the best way to find her). Phone calls can be arranged if necessary.
A list of course academic staff is provided below.

**School of Computer Science and Statistics:**
Professor Brendan Tangney

**Bridge21/Trinity Access:**
Kevin Sullivan
Grace Lawlor
Dr Jane O’Hara
Dr Rónán Smith
Claire Cooper
Deirdre Fitzpatrick
Dr Rebecca Long

**School of Education:**
Dr Jake Byrne
Dr Aibhín Bray
Dr Patricia McCarthy
Dr Gavin Murphy
Dr Eileen O’Connor
Darren Byrne

**TAP:**
Dr Lisa Keane
Dr Cliona Hannon

**External Examiner**

The external examiner for 2020-2023 is yet to be determined.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Coordinators</th>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Teaching Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Dr Jake Byrne       | TA21-Mod-1: Digital Media Literacy and 21st Century Learning **(Compulsory)** | Jake Byrne  
Brendan Tangney  
Kevin Sullivan  
Grace Lawlor |
| Dr Brendan Tangney  | TA21-Mod-2: Problem Solving in the 21st Century | Jake Byrne  
Brendan Tangney  
Grace Lawlor |
| Dr Jake Byrne       | TA21-Mod-3: Introduction to Programming through Animation (Scratch 1) | Jake Byrne  
Brendan Tangney  
Kevin Sullivan |
| Dr Jake Byrne       | TA21-Mod-4: Intermediate Programming through Game Design (Scratch 2) | Jake Byrne  
Brendan Tangney  
Kevin Sullivan |
Brendan Tangney |
| Dr Jake Byrne       | TA21-Mod-6: Advanced Programming with Python | Jake Byrne  
Brendan Tangney |
| Dr Aibhín Bray       | TA21-Mod-7: Contextualised Mathematics | Brendan Tangney  
Aibhín Bray |
| Dr Jake Byrne       | TA21-Mod-8: Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics (STEM) Pedagogy | Jake Byrne  
Kevin Sullivan  
Ronán Smith |
| Dr Aibhín Bray       | TA21-Mod-9: Bridge21 Advanced Methodology: Teacher as Co-Researcher | Aibhín Bray  
Ronán Smith |
| Dr Patricia McCarthy | TA21-Mod-10: Inclusive Education | Patricia McCarthy  
Darren Byrne |
| Dr Gavin Murphy     | TA21-Mod-11: Leadership & Change Management in Education | Gavin Murphy  
Eileen O'Connor  
Ronán Smith  
Claire Cooper |
| Dr Brendan Tangney  | TA21-Mod-12: Information Literacy through Contextualised Inquiry | Brendan Tangney  
Jane O’Hara  
Rebecca Long |
4. **Admissions**

Gaining admission to the programme will be competitive and participant schools/teachers will be required to demonstrate sustained commitment over the duration of the initiative.

It is desirable that each applicant to the Postgraduate Certificate in 21st Century Teaching and Learning meets the following academic and professional criteria:

**Academic:**

- Possess qualifications and competencies recognised at Level 8 of the National Framework of Qualifications (for example, a higher diploma or an honours degree).

**Professional:**

- Be registered with the Teaching Council of Ireland; and
- Have a minimum of one year’s teaching experience in schools.

Applications to this course will be made through the SITS Direct Entry Application system. Selection will be made on the basis of:

- applicants’ academic and professional qualifications;

- written commitment from the school management team to support the applicant in attending the course, and to facilitate the implementation of the new methodologies in the school setting.

5. **Course Structure**

5.1. **Overview**

The Postgraduate Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) is a part-time course which runs over one academic year. Students must select 6 modules from an available suite of 12 (see table above), each of which will require students to carry out practical application of the theory and concepts studied, attend workshops and lectures, and follow any course materials provided online. All students must take the first compulsory module, *Digital Media Literacy and 21st Century Learning*. In accordance with the Bologna requirements this Certificate is allocated 30 ECTS².
### Core Module: 5 ECTS Credits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equivalent Hours</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Workload: Contact Time (hours)

| Lectures   | 2   |
| Seminars   | 2   |
| Workshops/Presentations | 4   |

#### Workload: Personal Study

| Pre-module reading/preparation | 6   |
| In-course reading             | 6   |
| Practice elements within the classroom and school setting. Reflection, analysis and evaluation of approaches and theories in practice | 40  |
| Assignments                   | 40  |

#### Total Student Effort Hours per Module

| 100 |

2ECTS is a European accreditation system.

Face-to-face contact time for each 5 ECTS module will be 8 hours (online or in person). Peer to peer and collaborative group learning will be a strong feature of the course. It is recognised that much of the shared learning will be the practice element of the modules where participants will reflect on, implement and evaluate learning from the modules within their teaching duties. A significant part of its practice element has been designed to overlap with participants’ regular teaching and learning duties and participants will be encouraged to reflect on how best to incorporate the frameworks and models, principles or strategies experienced and discussed in the workshops and seminars into their teaching. They will also be encouraged to evaluate any interventions and approaches they embed in their teaching preparation and/or practice. Some directed reading will be required in advance of the classes ensuring that the main focus of the classes will be on contextualisation, critical discussion and enabling the application of theory into practice within the classroom and school setting. Thus, a large proportion of the workload will focus on self-directed and collaborative learning, with the workshops acting as a ‘scaffold’ to guide and support this approach.

### 5.2. Covid-19 Impact and Contingency Plans

The course is beginning this year with a different mode of delivery compared with a typical year. The staff made the decision early on this year to only offer online/virtual delivery of all modules that fall within the first Semester (October to December 2020).

Registered students will receive specific information about the digital platforms to be used for the delivery of these modules, and any instructions necessary for accessing these platforms, in
advance of module delivery.

In the second Semester (January to April 2021) it is hoped that the Covid-19 situation will have changed such that it will be safe to hold module sessions in person on Trinity campus. Students will be kept informed of all decisions related to this. Decisions will be made by course staff in line with the up to date recommendations by government and college management.

Parts of some online sessions may be recorded for delivery evaluation purposes, or to share with students who can’t attend for an unavoidable reason. Notice of recording will be sent to students in advance of sessions, according to the Data Protection guidelines at TCD.

5.3. Course Orientation

There will be a mandatory Orientation session prior to teaching commencing on the course. This Orientation will cover the course structure and expectations, as well as deliver crucial information on academic writing and academic reflection. The Orientation date is scheduled for: Friday 16th October 2020, from 6 – 7.30pm, on Zoom.

5.4. Schedule of Module Delivery within the Academic Year 2020/21

The following timetables are intended to be as accurate as possible; some amendments may be necessary over the course of the year; however, this is likely to be minimal. The ‘Digital Media Literacy’ module is compulsory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Times</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>16th October</td>
<td>6-7.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media Literacy (compulsory)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>17th October</td>
<td>9:30am-1.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media Literacy Check-In &amp; Support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session (optional)</td>
<td>21st October</td>
<td>6-8pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media Literacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2 &amp; Assignment Support (compulsory)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24th October</td>
<td>9:30am-1.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>6th November</td>
<td>6-8.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>7th November</td>
<td>9:30am-1.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS/STEM Day 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>20th November</td>
<td>6-8.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS/STEM Day 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>21st November</td>
<td>9:30am-1.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership &amp; Change Management in Education Session 1</td>
<td>4th December</td>
<td>6-8.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership &amp; Change Management in Education Session 1</td>
<td>5th December</td>
<td>9:30am-1.30pm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS/STEM Day 2</td>
<td>9th January</td>
<td>9.30am-5.00pm</td>
<td>TBD (TCD campus if possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS/STEM Day 3</td>
<td>30th January</td>
<td>9.30am-5.00pm</td>
<td>TBD (TCD campus if possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher as Co-Researcher &amp; CS/STEM Day 4</td>
<td>27th February</td>
<td>9:30am-5.00pm</td>
<td>TBD (TCD campus if possible)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS/STEM Day 5</td>
<td>13th March</td>
<td>9:30am-5.00pm</td>
<td>TBD (TCD campus if possible)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The School reserves the right to amend the list of available modules and, in particular to withdraw and add modules. Timetabling may restrict the availability of modules to individual students.

5.5. The Online Learning Experience

All registered students will be enrolled in Blackboard, the College Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). Students will use their college-provided username and password to access Blackboard. Once students have chosen their modules, a section on each of these modules will be visible to them upon logging into Blackboard.

Modules in Blackboard will be used to house all information relating to that module, including reading lists, any pre-module requirements, discussion boards, and the links to access the module session online.

Some guides to using Blackboard are available at this TCD e-learning page.

5.6. Attendance

It is expected that students will attend and participate fully in all six modules. A student who attends for less than 70% may be returned as ‘Non-Satisfactory’. In order to be eligible for the award of the Postgraduate Certificate a student must obtain credit for the academic year by satisfactory attendance at lectures/workshops and by carrying out the required course-work or other designated assignments. A student who is absent from attendance at prescribed courses due to illness may be required to submit a medical certificate to the course office within one week of the absence occurring.
Normally, postgraduate students must pursue their programme continuously. In exceptional circumstances the Dean of Graduate Studies, after consultation with the student’s Programme Coordinators/Directors may permit students to go “off-books” (i.e. off-register) where to do so in the judgement of the Dean of Graduate Studies is in the best interests of the graduate student. Application to go “off-books” should be made to the Dean of Graduate Studies via the student’s Programme Co-ordinator/administrator. During the period of interruption graduate students are not required to pay fees. Consequently, they will not have a student card during this period and will not have access rights to the college library or other college facilities.

“Off-books” permission is given for a definite period (usually one year). A re-admission request from the student to the Dean of Graduate Studies is required prior to re-registration if permission has been granted for medical reasons. Students who for reasons of ill-health, or other grave cause, have been allowed to go “off-books” can only be re-admitted, even in the current academic year, at the discretion of the Dean of Graduate Studies, who may require a satisfactory certificate from a medical referee nominated by him/her. Permission for an “off-books” period is given for a definite duration and the onus is on the student to ensure that they resume their studies at the designated time as otherwise they will be considered “withdrawn” from the programme.

6. Assessment

Each module on the PG Cert is individually assessed unless otherwise specified on the module assessment sheet. A student must complete all course work prescribed. As the course is focused on teachers’ continuous professional development, evidence-based assessment is the preferred assessment method. There will be a focus on ‘process’ assessments and there will be no written examinations.

The specific mode of assessment is provided in each individual module description in Appendix 1 below.

- All modules are graded on a Distinction/Pass/Fail basis.
- There is no compensation across modules.
- A 50% Pass mark is required for each of the modules.
- In cases where students fail to achieve a minimum of 50% in a module, a resubmission will be permitted once. A maximum of two modules may be resubmitted.
- All modules are equally weighted.
- The Postgraduate Certificate may be awarded a mark of Distinction. The award of Distinction will require an overall credit-weighted average mark of at least 70% across all modules.
6.1. **Assessment Criteria**

In the interests of consistency and comparability the following criteria are considered in the assessment of module assignments.

- Organisation and structure of the text.
- Range and understanding of literature/source material for investigating the topic.
- Analysis, presentation and interpretation of literature.
- Application to educational theory/practice and related reflection.
- Quality of conclusions/outcomes-recommendations/implications for future action.
- Structure and presentation: general layout, observations of academic conventions, quality of language, sentence construction, syntax and paragraphing.

6.2. **Submission of Coursework**

Module assignments must be submitted electronically via Blackboard before close of business on or before the due date specified. Within Blackboard, assignments are submitted to a database run by Turnitin, a plagiarism detection software. Students will have the chance to upload the assignments early and check for similarity to papers in the database and amend their submissions if necessary.

Digital artefacts submitted as part of the assignment are to be uploaded on to a Google Drive folder and shared with the Course Administrator. Guides for creating and submitting via Blackboard and Google Drive will be sent to registered students ahead of assignment submission dates.

A submission is only considered valid when submitted electronically from the student’s own Blackboard account. Any submission from a student’s account will be considered entirely their own work. It will also be assumed that the content has not been substantially, or is concurrently being, used to meet the requirements for another module on this programme or for the award of another academic qualification, as this could be considered self-plagiarism. Where appropriate, students can use relevant examples from professional school experience in order to provide illustration for their argument and to demonstrate their ability to link theory with practice. However, all personal details concerning a school or work setting referred to should not be identifiable. Statements made in an assignment should be backed up by references to an author and an appropriate source (see Appendix 3 for referencing conventions) in order to avoid loose generalisations and plagiarism (see 6.10).

Assignments are normally submitted electronically five weeks after the module has been delivered. In the unlikely event that an assignment gets mislaid, students are required to keep a copy of all work submitted. Feedback Report Sheets are sent to a student after the work has been assessed.
Feedback on assignments and guidance on how academic performance may be improved is provided in the form of written comments on a standard Assignment Report Form (similar to that shown in Appendix 5). Where possible, we aim for a turn-around time of 4-6 weeks from the initial submission of assignments to receiving written feedback and a provisional grade. All provisional grades are subject to final approval at the annual Court of Examiners.

6.3. Deadlines for Submissions

Deadlines for submission are normally five weeks post the module delivery date and will be confirmed on the assignment sheets distributed during the assignment support sessions.

Submission dates for the modules are provisionally as follows:

- Digital Media Literacy—5pm, Friday 4th December 2020
- Inclusive Education—5pm, Friday 18th December 2020
- Computer Science/STEM Day 1 (20th-21st November)—5pm, Friday 15th January 2021
- Leadership and Change Management—5pm, Friday 29th January 2021
- CS/STEM Day 2 (9th January) – 5pm, Friday 25th February 2021
- CS/STEM Day 3 (30th January)—5pm, Friday 12th March 2021
- Teacher as Co-Researcher—5pm, Friday 16th April 2021
- CS/STEM Day 3 (27th February) – 5pm, Friday 16th April 2021
- CS/STEM Day 4 (13th March)—5pm, Friday 29th April 2021

These dates may be subject to change but will all be at least five weeks after the corresponding module delivery date.

6.4. Request for extension to submit coursework

Where there are prescribed dates for submission of coursework, a student must meet these dates, unless prior approval has been given for an extension. An extension can only be granted by the Course Coordinator. Requests for an extension must be made in writing (email to admin21@tcd.ie). Extra than standard extensions may be granted on medical grounds (with medical certificate required for submission) or in respect of ad misericordiam situations.

6.5. Late submission and word limits

Work submitted outside of the prescribed deadline may not be accepted or incur penalties, unless prior extension permission has been sought and granted from the Course Coordinator. Submissions that are received within one week after the submission deadline will incur a 10% reduction in marks; those submitted after this will not be accepted and will be marked as incomplete (fail).

A tolerance of 10% is permitted in respect of the word count for assignments. A student who submits a piece of work which exceeds the permitted tolerance may not be accepted or may be marked down.
### 6.6. Marking scheme for module assignments: grade descriptions

All modular assessments are graded as Distinction, Pass or Fail. The examining lecturer assigns a provisional grade to a piece of work. Coursework and assignments are graded in accordance with the following conventions. These grade descriptions are intended to provide guidelines for the marking of coursework and assignments; they are not rigid prescriptions, but general indications of the qualities that are looked for at each level of classification. Please note that all grades are provisional until agreed by the Court of Examiners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinction (70%+)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure/Organisation</strong> (organisation and structure of the text; logic)</td>
<td>Text and argument systematically and explicitly organised; without any significant lacunae or repetition. Identifies and discusses pertinent issues in depth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis/Reflection</strong> (coherence of argument; reflection, distillation, criticality)</td>
<td>Critical review and synthesis of ideas; coherent, realistic and well-supported argument; perceptive appraisal of implication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support</strong> (range and understanding of sources)</td>
<td>Critical coverage of all major sources; systematic, analytical use of these sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation</strong> (length, use of presentation conventions, referencing, spelling, grammar, language)</td>
<td>Competent control of length; appropriate presentation and use of referencing conventions; accurate grammar, spelling and use of language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td>Work of outstanding quality, showing perceptive and critical insight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pass (50%+)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure/Organisation</strong> (organisation and structure of the text; logic)</td>
<td>Text and argument structured in a sustained way; all major structural elements present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis/Reflection</strong> (coherence of argument; reflection, distillation, criticality)</td>
<td>Ideas organised and grouped into a coherent, realistic and well-supported argument; incorporating some critical analysis and relevant/appropriate use of supporting sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support</strong> (range and understanding of sources)</td>
<td>Use of a range of sources in the literature, though there may be some minor gaps all major relevant sources should be covered; systematic, analytical use of these sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation</strong> (length, use of presentation conventions, referencing, spelling, grammar, language)</td>
<td>Length requirements observed; appropriate presentation and use of referencing conventions; grammar and spelling accurate in the main. Satisfactory use of language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall

Work of good quality, showing knowledge and understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fail (49% or below)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure/Organisation</strong> (organisation and structure of the text; logic)</td>
<td>Poor or weak organisation/structure. Significant gaps or repetition in the argument/text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis/Reflection</strong> (coherence of argument; reflection, distillation, criticality)</td>
<td>Some evidence of understanding of ideas although mainly descriptive with limited critical analysis and support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support</strong> (range and understanding of sources)</td>
<td>Evidence of some reading in the field but largely descriptive. Little or no analysis or understanding evident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation</strong> (length, use of presentation conventions, referencing, spelling, grammar, language)</td>
<td>Basic command of presentation conventions and referencing, presentation occasionally marred by language/spelling errors affecting comprehensibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall</strong></td>
<td>The work does not achieve the standards required at honours level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7. **Processing of module assignments**

A student is allowed to fail two modules only, and one re-submission per assignment is allowed. Their grade for any re-submitted assignment will be capped at the level of Pass for that module.

Where one or more forms of assessment apply within an individual module, a student must achieve a Pass in each component in order to pass that module overall. In such cases of multiple assessments within a module, normally a Distinction can only be achieved where a student achieves a Distinction in each graded component.

A Court of Examiners meets once a year in May, to formally process students’ module assignments.

6.8. **Compensation and Supplemental Coursework**

Candidates are not permitted to pass by compensation across or within modules.

A candidate may submit supplemental coursework for a maximum of two failed modules, with the resubmissions capped at the Pass mark (50%). Failure of three or more modules will result in the candidate being excluded from the programme. Supplemental assignments may vary in nature
from the original coursework assignments. In a module which is assessed via multiple components only the failed components need to be resubmitted.

6.9. Ethics and informed consent

There are a number of ethical concepts that all work in the School must address. These include:

- minimising risk of harm to participants
- informed consent and freedom to withdraw
- assurances of confidentiality and anonymity
- data storage, access, retention and destruction

If you wish to collect data from any participants as part of any of your assignments, you must adhere to the principles of informed consent and assure participants of confidentiality and anonymity in reporting any findings based on the data.

Similarly, if you are filming students in your class for any PG Cert assignment, you will need to obtain informed consent from the students themselves and from their parents prior to submitting this material to the University as part of your assignment. If you are filming in your class, you should avoid taking close-ups of individual students and aim to film in a way that participants are not readily identifiable (e.g. from the back of the classroom). It is not a requirement that you film students in your class as part of any assignment, but informed consent must be obtained if you wish to do so. All such materials submitted to the University will be stored securely and only viewed by designated members of the Course team and examiners for the purposes of assessment. Please see Appendix 6 for a draft consent form which you can use/amend for this purpose.

6.10. Plagiarism

6.10.1 General
Students should be aware of the University’s policy regarding plagiarism. Plagiarism is the act of presenting the work or ideas of others as one’s own, without due acknowledgement. Plagiarism can arise from deliberate actions and also through careless thinking and/or methodology. The offence lies not in the attitude or intention of the perpetrator, but in the action and in its consequences. It is the responsibility of the author of any work to ensure that he/she does not commit plagiarism. Plagiarism is considered to be academically fraudulent, and an offence against academic integrity that is subject to the disciplinary procedures of the University. The School of Education may employ plagiarism detection software such as Turnitin, or any other methods deemed appropriate, to check, randomly or otherwise, the sourcing of material submitted.

6.10.2 Examples of Plagiarism
Plagiarism can arise from actions such as: (a) copying another student’s work; (b) enlisting another person or persons to complete an assignment on the student’s behalf; (c) procuring, whether with payment or otherwise, the work or ideas of another; (d) quoting directly, without
acknowledgement, from books, articles or other sources, either in printed, recorded or electronic format, including websites and social media; (e) paraphrasing, without acknowledgement, the writings of other authors. Examples (d) and (e) in particular can arise through careless thinking and/or methodology where students: (i) fail to distinguish between their own ideas and those of others; (ii) fail to take proper notes during preliminary research and therefore lose track of the sources from which the notes were drawn; (iii) fail to distinguish between information which needs no acknowledgement because it is firmly in the public domain, and information which might be widely known, but which nevertheless requires some sort of acknowledgement; (iv) come across a distinctive methodology or idea and fail to record its source. All the above serve only as examples and are not exhaustive.

6.10.3 Plagiarism in the Context of Group Work
Students should normally submit work done in co-operation with other students only when it is done with the full knowledge and permission of the lecturer concerned. Without this, submitting work which is the product of collaboration with other students may be considered to be plagiarism. When work is submitted as the result of a group project, it is the responsibility of all students in the group to ensure, so far as is possible, that no work submitted by the group is plagiarised. In order to avoid plagiarism in the context of collaboration and groupwork, it is particularly important to ensure that each student appropriately attributes work that is not their own.

6.10.4 Self Plagiarism
No work can normally be submitted for more than one assessment for credit. Resubmitting the same work (all or part of) for more than one assessment for credit is normally considered self-plagiarism, including work previously submitted as part of other courses or at other educational institutions. Past work, including assignments, can be used as reference material but must not be copied directly and must be referenced correctly.

6.10.5 Avoiding Plagiarism
It is clearly understood that all members of the academic community use and build on the work of others. It is commonly accepted also, however, that we build on the work of others in an open and explicit manner, and with due acknowledgement. Many cases of plagiarism that arise could be avoided by following some simple guidelines:

(i) Any material used in a piece of work, of any form, that is not the original thought of the author should be fully referenced in the work and attributed to its source. The material should either be quoted directly or paraphrased. Either way, an explicit citation of the work referred to should be provided, in the text, in a footnote, or both. Not to do so is to commit plagiarism.

(ii) When taking notes from any source it is very important to record the precise words or ideas that are being used and their precise sources.

(iii) While the Internet often offers a wider range of possibilities for researching particular themes, it also requires particular attention to be paid to the distinction between one’s own work and the work of others.
Particular care should be taken to keep track of the source of the electronic information obtained from the Internet or other electronic sources and ensure that it is explicitly and correctly acknowledged. It is the responsibility of the author of any work to ensure that he/she does not commit plagiarism. Students should ensure the integrity of their work by seeking advice from their lecturers, tutor or supervisor on avoiding plagiarism.

6.10.6 Plagiarism Formal Procedures
If plagiarism as referred to above is suspected, the Director of Postgraduate Teaching and Learning will arrange an informal meeting with the student, the lecturer concerned and the Course Coordinator, to put their concerns to the student and give the student the opportunity to respond. All procedures and penalties that may follow this meeting are detailed in the TCD Calendar, Part III, Sections 71-73: https://www.tcd.ie/calendar/graduate-studies-higher-degrees/complete-part-III.pdf

6.10.7 Plagiarism Resources and Mandatory Tutorial
All students should familiarise themselves with the Library Repository found at: http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism. Additionally all students must complete the online tutorial on avoiding plagiarism ‘Ready, Steady, Write’, located at http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism/ready-steady-write. A cover sheet (see Appendix 2) is required to be included with each assignment submitted for assessment as part of this course. The signature of the student submitting the work is required on the cover sheet, to confirm that the student has completed the Ready, Steady Write tutorial.

6.11. Protocols for Group Assignments
Some of the module assignments require team- and/or group-work. Assignments requiring a team- and/or group-work component will be clearly indicated during Assignment Support Session and on the Assignment Sheet of the relevant modules. In the first instance, Cert participants will be assigned a group to work in. If the assigned working group is unsuitable to the extent that it will not be possible to complete the assignment within the given team, members of the team should consult the Module Coordinator.

6.12. Assignment Checklist

- Have you included a correctly formatted Title Page and signed Cover Sheet (Appendix 2)?
- Do you have a clear introduction, main body (reflected in a number of headings) and conclusion?
- Is there evidence of drawing on relevant supporting literature to support your assignment?
- Have all quotations and references been accurately and consistently recorded according to the format outlined in the Course Handbook (Appendix 3)?
- Has the final draft been checked for logical consistency? Do not stray from the main thrust of your argument as this will interrupt the flow of ideas.
7. **Progression**

There is a College-approved progression trajectory from the PG Cert which leads to the Masters in Education (M.Ed.) based in the School of Education.

Students who have successfully completed the University of Dublin, Trinity College Dublin, level 9 Postgraduate Certificate in “21st Century Teaching and Learning” may apply for exemption for up to 30 ECTS in the given Masters programme. In all other aspects candidates admitted by this route are subject to the same rules and regulations as other participants on the programme.

Please consult the TCD School of Education M.Ed. website for more information on the various strands offered: [https://www.tcd.ie/Education/programmes/masters/](https://www.tcd.ie/Education/programmes/masters/)

M.Ed. staff can be contacted for to enquire about applications at: [master.education@tcd.ie](mailto:master.education@tcd.ie)

8. **College Regulations and Services**

8.1. **College Calendar**

*General Regulations:* for Postgraduate Courses at Trinity College Dublin, these are published in the College Calendar, the 2019/20 version of which can be viewed here: [https://www.tcd.ie/academicRegistry/](https://www.tcd.ie/academicRegistry/)

8.2. **Data Protection**

Data Protection: Please refer to the following statement: [https://www.tcd.ie/info_compliance/data-protection/student-data/](https://www.tcd.ie/info_compliance/data-protection/student-data/)

8.3. **Academic Registry**

Academic Registry deal with students on matter of applications, registration, fees, assessment and graduation. Please use the following link to find information and contact details: [https://www.tcd.ie/academicregistry/](https://www.tcd.ie/academicregistry/)
8.4. Library

Postgraduate Certificate students have access to the College’s IT facilities including TCD email and the Library’s on-line resources.

To access the Library, PG Cert students must be fully registered with College and have their College username and password. Here are some excellent guides to help get started using the Library.

The College Library run regular online training sessions for students, in areas such as essay writing, reading and note-making, and understanding plagiarism and referencing, which students of this course may find useful. You can see the schedule and register for sessions at this training webpage. They also post recordings from some sessions if the times do not suit you.

The School of Education library page has some useful information for when you are searching library catalogues, so please consult it if you are having any issues accessing prescribed course material online.

If you have general enquiries about library services, you can email library@tcd.ie or use the CHAT WITH US tab on the homepage (www.tcd.ie/library) from 11am-3pm (Mon-Fri) to contact library staff live.

8.5. Postgraduate Services

PG Cert students may also access the Postgraduate Advisory Service. PAS is a unique and confidential service available to all registered postgraduate students in Trinity College. It offers a comprehensive range of academic, pastoral and professional supports dedicated to enhancing your student experience.

Who?

The Postgraduate Advisory Service is led by the Postgraduate Support Officer who provides frontline support for all Postgraduate students in Trinity. The Postgrad Support Officer will act as your first point of contact and a source of support and guidance regardless of what stage of your Postgrad you’re at. In addition, each Faculty has three members of Academic staff appointed as Postgraduate Advisors who you can be referred to by the Postgrad Support Officer for extra assistance if needed.

Contact details of the Postgrad Support Officer and the Advisory Panel are available on our website: https://www.tcd.ie/seniortutor/students/postgraduate/
Where?

The PAS is located in the Senior Tutor’s Office, ground floor, House 27. To request an appointment, please email the address below.

Email: pgsupp@tcd.ie

What?

The PAS exists to ensure that all Postgrad students have a contact point who they can turn to for support and information on college services and academic issues arising. Representation assistance to Postgrad students is offered in the area of discipline and/ or academic appeals arising out of examinations or thesis submissions, supervisory issues, general information on Postgrad student life and many others. If in doubt, get in touch! All queries will be treated with confidentiality. For more information on what we offer see our website.

If you have any queries regarding your experiences as a Postgraduate Student in Trinity don’t hesitate to get in touch with us.

Graduate Students’ Union

The Graduate Students' Union (GSU) is the main representative body for postgrad students in Trinity College Dublin, The University of Dublin. This link describes what they do and who to contact if you need to: https://www.tcdgsu.ie/
APPENDIX 1 Module Outlines

MODULE SPECIFICATION

Programme(s) to which Module applies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme(s) to which Module applies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Title of Module**

   Digital Media Literacy and 21st Century Learning

2. **Module Code**

   TA21-Mod-1 Compulsory

3. **Entry Requirements (if applicable)**

   None

4. **Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)**

   Postgraduate

5. **Module Size (hours and number of weeks)**

   Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry-based activities.

   100 hours of total student effort.

6. **ECTS Value**

   5 ECTS

7. **Rationale and Aims**

   **Rationale**

   New digital media can be very effective when utilised within an overarching 21st century learning paradigm which emphasises communication, creativity and problem solving. In particular, a 21st century pedagogical approach is strongly encouraged by the new Junior Cycle programme, as is the development of digital media skills. This module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their digital media skills by participating in a 21st century learning experience. The participants are then required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon a media rich learning experience for a group of learners of their choice.

   **Aims**

   - Introduce students to the key components of 21st century learning models using the Bridge21 methodology as a concrete example.
   - Develop students’ skills and capabilities in using current and emerging digital media technologies for teaching & learning.

8. **Learning Outcomes**

   **On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to**

   1. Create learning materials in a variety of digital formats.
   2. Plan learning activities according to the Bridge21 model of 21C learning.
   3. Incorporate digital media material into Bridge21 learning activities.
4. Evaluate the educational merits of using a variety of media in different learning contexts.
5. Critically reflect upon the planned learning experience.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

Digital Media Literacy:
- Theoretical background to Digital Media Literacy.
- Digital Media Literacy skills and competencies (access, manage, integrate, evaluate and create).
- Practical approaches for implementing Digital Media Literacy activities.

21st Century Learning:
- Frameworks for 21C Learning.
- 21C Learning skills and competencies.
- The Bridge21 model of 21C Learning.
- Reflection as an essential component of 21C learning

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of a media-rich, 21C learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

The EBA will comprise of the following items:
1. Description of the planned learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation on an aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission, but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

The assessment criteria are:
Demonstrating an understanding of how to create and deliver a 21C learning experience.
Demonstrating technical competence in a number of digital formats. The depth and richness of the reflection provided. Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.

13. Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS

50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally
14. Method of Supplemental Assessment

Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.

15. Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources

21C Learning:


The Bridge21 Model:
Conneely, C., Girvan, C., Lawlor, J., Tangney, B., An Exploratory Case Study into the Adaption of the Bridge21 Model for 21st Century Learning in Irish Classrooms, in editor(s) Butler, D., Marshall, K., Leahy, M., Shaping our Future: How the lessons of the past can shape educational transformation, Dublin, Liffey Press. 2015, pp 348-381.


Lawlor J., Marshall K., Tangney B., Bridge21 – Exploring the potential to foster intrinsic student motivation through a team-based, technology mediated learning model, Technology, Pedagogy and Education, 2015, 1-20

**Digital Media Literacy:**


16. Evaluation

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator

Dr Jake Byrne

18. Module Teaching Team

Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; Kevin Sullivan; others
# MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**

Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. <strong>Title of Module</strong></th>
<th>Problem Solving in the 21st Century</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Module Code</strong></td>
<td>TA21-Mod-2 Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Entry Requirements (if applicable)</strong></td>
<td>TA21-Mod-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)</strong></td>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>Module Size (hours and number of weeks)</strong></td>
<td>Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry-based activities. 100 hours of student effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <strong>ECTS Value</strong></td>
<td>5 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <strong>Rationale and Aims</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rationale</strong></td>
<td>Creative and practical problem solving are essential skills for working in the 21st century. As there has been a recent focus on developing these skills within formal education, a number of strategies and approaches have been developed to hone these skills. These approaches largely involve hands on, practical learning experiences. This module introduces a number of such activities that provide practical introductory examples to help students solve problems, with a focus on logical issues that have relevancy to coding and programming, but do not involve using a computer. This computer orientated approach to problem solving is commonly known as computational thinking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Aims**               | • Introduce students to the relevancy of various practical problem solving strategies as they relate to coding and programming, without needing to use a computer.  
                          • Introduce students to the concepts of algorithms and algorithmic thinking.  
                          • To build foundational knowledge for students before they move on to programming activities.  
                          • Develop students’ skills and capabilities in using and developing problem-based activities for use with a group of learners of their choice. |

This module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their skills by participating in a 21st century learning experience. The participants are required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon a problem-based learning experience for a group of learners of their choice.
8. Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to
1. Identify and describe some problem solving strategies.
2. Describe and explain some algorithms and algorithmic thinking.
3. Solve problems which have more than one possible solution.
4. Plan a 21C learning experience which incorporates algorithmic thinking & problem solving activities.
5. Critically reflect upon and evaluate the planned learning experience.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

| Problem Solving and Computational thinking: Problem solving strategies. |
| Algorithms. |
| Problem solving and computational thinking skills and competencies |
| Practical approaches for implementing computational thinking and problem based activities. |

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of a computational thinking 21C learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

The EBA will comprise of the following items:
1. Description of the planned learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation on an aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission, but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

The assessment criteria are:
Demonstrating their understanding of computational thinking and problem based learning.
Demonstrating an understanding of how to create and deliver a 21C learning experience involving computational thinking.
The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.
13. Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS
50% overall and 50% in each of the three components (weighted equally).

14. Method of Supplemental Assessment
Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.

15. Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources


16. Evaluation
An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator
Professor Brendan Tangney

18. Module Teaching Team
Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; others
MODULE SPECIFICATION

Programme(s) to which Module applies
Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

1. Title of Module
Introduction to Programming through Animation

2. Module Code
TA21-Mod-3 Optional

3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)
TA21-Mod-1

4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)
Postgraduate

5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)
Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

6. ECTS Value
5 ECTS

7. Rationale and Aims
Rationale
This module provides an introduction to programming for beginners through the use of a number of technologies that provide novice programmers the opportunity to explore basic programming skills and knowledge, without the issues associated with debugging syntax and spelling.

This module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their programming skills in the context of a 21st century learning experience. The participants are required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon an introductory programming learning experience for the cohort of their choice.

Aims
• Introduce students to basic programming concepts.
• To build a practical and foundational knowledge for students before they move on to more advanced programming concepts.
• Develop students' skills and capabilities in using tools and approaches designed to aid in the learning of basic programming skills.
• To apply programming knowledge in other teaching & learning contexts.

8. Learning Outcomes
On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to
1. Plan and implement introductory programming learning activities according to the Bridge21 model of 21C learning.
2. Identify and illustrate ways in which programming will enliven and enrich their classroom teaching.
3. Illustrate an understanding of basic programming concepts such as loops and initialisation.
4. Relate basic programming concepts to basic animation actions.
5. Critically reflect upon the planned learning experience.
9. **Course Content and Syllabus**

*Areas to be covered include:*

- Basic programming concepts (loops and initialisations).
- Practical introductory technical skills, including basic proficiency with tools such as Scratch for animation.
- Practical approaches for implementing an introductory programming-based learning activity.

10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of programming-based 21C learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

*The EBA will comprise of the following items:*
1. Description of the design of the learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation of some aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

*The assessment criteria are:*
Demonstrating their technical competence using an introductory programming interface or piece of software.
Demonstrating an understanding of basic programming concepts and of how to create and deliver a 21st century learning experience to introduce programming.
The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**

50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally.

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**

Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.
15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**


16. **Evaluation**

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator**

Dr Jake Byrne

18. **Module Teaching Team**

Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; others
MODULE SPECIFICATION

Programme(s) to which Module applies
Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

1. Title of Module
Intermediate Programming through Game Design

2. Module Code
TA21-Mod-4 Optional

3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)
TA21-Mod-1

4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)
Postgraduate

5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)
Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

6. ECTS Value
5 ECTS

7. Rationale and Aims

Rationale
This module provides an intermediate level introduction to programming for those who already understand basic programming concepts such as initialisation, loops and how to decipher what an algorithm might do. This module will build on the introduction to programming module with the use of a number of technologies that provide novice programmers the opportunity to explore basic programming skills and knowledge, without the issues associated with debugging syntax and spelling.

This module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their programming skills in the context of a 21st century learning experience. The students are required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon a learning experience based on game design for a group of learners of their choice.

Aims
- Introduce students to intermediate programming concepts.
- To progress students' knowledge in preparation for more advanced programming concepts.
- Develop students' skills and capabilities in using tools and approaches designed to aid in the learning of intermediate programming skills.
- To apply programming knowledge in other teaching and learning contexts.
8. Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to

1. Plan and implement game design learning activities according to the Bridge21 model of 21C learning.
2. Identify and illustrate ways in which programming will enliven and enrich their classroom teaching.
3. Create a technical artefact that demonstrates the use of intermediate programming concepts such as variables, events and concurrency.
4. Relate intermediate programming concepts to basic game design elements.
5. Critically reflect upon the planned learning experience.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

Areas to be covered include:
- Intermediate programming concepts (variables, events, concurrency, inputs).
- Technical skills, including intermediate proficiency with tools such as Scratch.
- Practical approaches for implementing a learning activity based on game design.

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of a 21C learning experience based on game design with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

The EBA will comprise of the following items:
1. Description of the design of the learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation of some aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

The assessment criteria are:
Demonstrating their technical competence using an intermediate programming interface or piece of software for game design and understanding of intermediate programming concepts.
Demonstrating an understanding of how to create and deliver a 21C learning experience involving programming for game design.
The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.
13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**
50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**
Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.

15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**


16. **Evaluation**
An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator**
Dr Jake Byrne

18. **Module Teaching Team**
Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; others
# MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**
Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

1. **Title of Module**
   Intermediate Programming: Exploring Computer Systems

2. **Module Code**
   TA21-Mod-5 Optional

3. **Entry Requirements (if applicable)**
   TA21-Mod-1

4. **Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)**
   Postgraduate

5. **Module Size (hours and number of weeks)**
   Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

6. **ECTS Value**
   5 ECTS

7. **Rationale and Aims**
   **Rationale**
   Embedded computing technologies, such as smart phones and wearable technology, are becoming ubiquitous, readily available, cheap and easily modified for a variety of applications. This module introduces a number of such technologies that provide practical introductory examples to assist students in exploring this emerging area of 21C technological development.

   The module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their skills with embedded systems in the context of they themselves participating in a 21st century learning experience. The participants are required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon an embedded system learning experience for the cohort of their choice.

   **Aims**
   - To introduce students to the relevancy of inputs and outputs as they relate to computing and computers that are becoming pervasive in everyday life.
   - To build a practical and foundational knowledge in relation to embedded systems.
   - To develop students’ skills and capabilities in using current and emerging embedded systems for teaching and learning.

8. **Learning Outcomes**
   **On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to**
   1. Plan and implement an embedded systems learning activity according to the Bridge21 model of 21C learning.
   2. Construct basic electronics circuits and code to interface with electronic components.
   3. Relate their use of embedded systems to real world applications.
   4. Identify the set up and support requirements of an embedded systems 21C learning activity.
   5. Critically reflect upon the planned learning experience.
9. **Course Content and Syllabus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computers and Computing:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Computing in everyday life, with a focus on inputs and outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intermediate embedded system skills and competencies (electronics and programming).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Practical approaches for implementing learning activities involving embedded systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**

| A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology. |
| Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course's on-line community. |
| College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed. |

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**

| Flexible learning space with access to computers, spare monitors, keyboards, mice, cameras, digital projector, assortment of embedded systems (including the Raspberry Pi) and accessories. |

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**

| Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of an embedded systems 21C learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners. |

| The EBA will comprise of the following items: |
| 1. Description of the design of the learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings. |
| 2. A media presentation of some aspect of the delivery of the learning experience. |
| 3. A structured reflection on the experience. |

| Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words. |

| The assessment criteria are: |
| Demonstrating their technical competence in using an embedded system of their choice. |
| Demonstrating an understanding of how to plan and implement a 21C learning experience involving embedded systems. |
| The depth and richness of the reflection provided. |

| Each of the above criteria are weighted equally. |

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**

| 50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally |

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**

| Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted. |
15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**


16. **Evaluation**

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator**

Dr Jake Byrne

18. **Module Teaching Team**

Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; others
# MODULE SPECIFICATION

## Programme(s) to which Module applies

| Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) |

## 1. Title of Module

Advanced Programming

## 2. Module Code

TA21-Mod-6 Optional

## 3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)

| TA21-Mod-1 |

## 4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)

Postgraduate

## 5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)

Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

## 6. ECTS Value

| 5 ECTS |

## 7. Rationale and Aims

### Rationale

This is an advanced programming module for those who already understand basic and intermediate programming concepts such as initialisation, loops, how to decipher what an algorithm might do, variables, events and concurrency. This module will introduce students to a syntax specific, text-based programming language, building on their knowledge and experience using graphical interfaces or block based languages encountered in previous modules (if applicable).

The module adheres to a principal of learning by doing in which the students develop their programming skills in the context of a 21C learning experience. The participants are required to create, deliver and critically reflect upon a learning experience using a text-based programming language for the group of learners of their choice.

### Aims

- To introduce students to text based programming languages.
- To introduce students to the relevancy of text based programming languages and their use in everyday computing tasks.
- To develop students' skills and capabilities in using tools and approaches designed to aid in the learning of text based programming languages.
- To apply advanced programming knowledge in other teaching & learning contexts.
8. Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to do the following.

1. Plan and implement a learning activity using a text based programming language in the context of the Bridge21 model of 21C learning.
2. Identify and illustrate ways in which programming will enliven and enrich their classroom teaching.
3. Create a technical artefact that demonstrates proficiency in the use of a text based programming language.
4. Relate programming tasks to real world applications.
5. Critically reflect upon the planned learning experience.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

Areas to be covered include:

- Advanced Programming concepts (including syntax and debugging).
- Advanced technical skills, including proficiency with programming languages such as Python.
- Practical approaches and best practice for implementing a learning activity using a text based programming language.

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of an advanced programming 21C learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

The EBA will comprise of the following items:

1. Description of the design of the learning activity and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation of some aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

The assessment criteria are:

Demonstrating their competence to program using a text based language.

Demonstrating an understanding of how to create and deliver a 21C learning experience involving an advanced (text-based) programming language.

The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.
13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**
   50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**
   Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.

15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**


16. **Evaluation**
   An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator**
   Dr Jake Byrne

18. **Module Teaching Team**
   Dr Jake Byrne; Professor Brendan Tangney; others
## MODULE SPECIFICATION

### Programme(s) to which Module applies

| Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) |

### 1. Title of Module

| Contextualised Mathematics |

### 2. Module Code

| TA21-Mod-7 Optional |

### 3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)

| TA21-Mod-1 |

### 4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)

| Postgraduate |

### 5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)

| Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort. |

### 6. ECTS Value

| 5 ECTS |

### 7. Rationale and Aims

#### Rationale

A major trend in mathematics education is towards contextualised learning in which the real world properties and relevance of mathematics are to the fore. This is very much the philosophy behind the Project Maths syllabus, which has been running for several years in secondary schools. This approach is in turn an instance of the broader trend towards 21st century teaching and learning which emphasises key skills such as problem solving and managing information. However, in practice many so called real world maths problem based learning activities are actually classic text book, decontextualised, problems with a thin veneer wrapped around them.

There is also a movement towards the use of technology in maths education but teachers are faced with a myriad of tools without a clear pedagogical basis for their use.

Models of 21C teaching and learning offer a pedagogical framework within which a contextualised approach to maths education sits more naturally. Equally such a framework is more suitable for the exploitation of the potential of technology to enhance the learning process.

#### Aims

- Introduce students to the wide variety of ICT tools for teaching mathematics and to provide them with a conceptual framework for understanding the nature of technology-enhanced learning interventions.
- Provide students with a set of guidelines for developing innovative maths learning activities.
- Introduce students to how innovative contextualised maths education activities can be devised for a 21C learning scenario.
- Provide students with the skills necessary in order to design and deliver such activities.
8. **Learning Outcomes**

*On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to*

1. Identify suitable ICT tools for use in the teaching of mathematics.
2. Design, plan and deliver innovative mathematical learning activities using the Bridge21 model of 21C teaching and learning.
3. Critically reflect upon the planned and implemented technology mediated mathematics learning experiences.

9. **Course Content and Syllabus**

**Issues in maths education.**

**Contextualised maths pedagogy.**

Acceptance models for technology enhanced learning interventions. Classification of maths learning tools.

**Bridge21 and maths education.**

Design principles for 21C math learning activities.

10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

Maths learning tools including GeoGebra and Wolfram Alpha.

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of a number of contextualised mathematical learning activities with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

*The following items need to be submitted for grading.*

1. Description of the design of the learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation on some aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

*The assessment criteria are:*

Demonstrating an understanding of how to create and deliver a 21C mathematics learning experience.

The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**

50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally
14. Method of Supplemental Assessment

Failure in one component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be resubmitted.

15. Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources


Lawlor J., Marshall K., Tangney B., Bridge21 – Exploring the potential to foster intrinsic student motivation through a team-based, technology mediated learning model, Technology, Pedagogy and Education, in press.


16. Evaluation

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator

Brendan Tangney

18. Module Teaching Team

Brendan Tangney; Dr. Aibhin Bray
# MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**

| Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) |

## 1. Title of Module

| Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths (STEM) Pedagogy |

## 2. Module Code

| TA21-Mod-8 Optional |

## 3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)

| TA21-Mod-1 |

## 4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)

| Postgraduate |

## 5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)

| Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort. |

## 6. ECTS Value

| 5 ECTS |

## 7. Rationale and Aims

### Rationale

STEM teaching and learning in post-primary education, particularly the subjects of Science and Mathematics, has undergone major development in recent years. Furthermore, the new programme for Junior Cycle requires a 21st century pedagogical approach, with implications for both the theory and practice of STEM education. Teachers are now required to create learning opportunities for students to develop key skills, such as cooperative and collaborative learning, creativity and problem-solving. Other new developments in STEM pedagogy include the Nature of Science; constructivist and socio-cultural approaches; Project Maths and assessment for learning (AfL) in Science and Mathematics.

### Aims

- Familiarise students with new developments in the area of STEM teaching and learning, including nature of science, introduction of problem-based, cooperative learning strategies, etc.
- Support students to acquire and develop practical skills and capabilities to use emerging approaches in their day-to-day teaching.
- Facilitate students to collaborate with their peers to develop their pedagogical skills, for example: planning and running practical and inquiry-based STEM lessons; questioning; assessment (including assessment for learning (AfL) techniques).
- Encourage students to collaborate with one another in their practices (e.g. in co-teaching, lesson study), and to develop their awareness of continuous professional development.
- Support students to develop a range of strategies to teach STEM as both creative and rigorous subjects.
8. Learning Outcomes

On successful completion of this module the student should be able to:

1. Explain the key tenets of social constructivist views of students’ learning in science.
2. Differentiate between forms of pedagogical practice, and use of creative, discursive, practical and problem-based activities, as a means of developing students’ literacy and numeracy skills.
3. Develop a research-informed approach to teaching and learning which can be implemented through the science curriculum.
4. Evaluate the application of inclusive education principles in the science classroom, and discuss how to promote an inclusive learning and teaching environment, showing awareness of and facilitating individual pupil needs.
5. Develop a self-reflective approach to their own teaching, reflecting on and improving their practice, and taking responsibility for identifying and meeting their developing professional and academic needs.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

- Approaches to teaching the theoretical and practical aspects of science courses in second level schools in Ireland.
- Innovations in practical work and ICT in science teaching and learning.
- Theories of teaching and learning in science.
- Student attitudes to science in school.
- Focus on questioning to develop student learning in science.
- Numeracy and literacy in the context of science.
- Developing learning communities in the science classroom.
- Methods of collaboration in learning and teaching science.

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

Teaching will be delivered using the Bridge21 methodology, to include teamwork, problem-based, cooperative learning, collaborative learning and whole class teacher input and discussion. This will offer learners a flexible approach to teaching and learning.

Peer teaching, with special reference to practical science.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, with Internet access. Presentation facilities.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Assignment, structured as follows:

1. Design and implement a series of lessons based on a chosen teaching and learning theory or approach relevant to improving science learning, and provide a description of how to implement the theory or approach.

2. Critically evaluate their implementation of the theory or approach to demonstrate what occurred during the lessons and whether the lesson objectives were met, and to reflect on the approach within this specific classroom and a self-reflection on the impact of the exercise on their own teaching practices.

13. Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS

On line portfolio 50%
### 14. Method of Supplemental Assessment

Re-submission of assignment

### 15. Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berry, M. R., Chalmers, C., &amp; Chandra, V.</td>
<td>STEM futures and practice, can we teach STEM in a more meaningful and integrated way? 2nd International STEM in Education Conference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, P. and Harrison, C.</td>
<td>Science inside the Black Box. King’s College London (booklet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeley, P. D.</td>
<td>Science Formative Assessment. Corwin Press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lionni, L.</td>
<td>Fish is Fish. Random House Publications.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. Evaluation
An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator
Dr Jake Byrne

18. Module Teaching Team
Dr Jake Byrne; others
## MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**

Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

### 1. Title of Module

Teacher as Co-Researcher

### 2. Module Code

TA21-Mod-9 Optional

### 3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)

TA21-Mod-1

### 4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)

Postgraduate

### 5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)

Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

### 6. ECTS Value

5 ECTS

### 7. Rationale and Aims

#### Rationale

This module builds on the introductory module on 21C learning using the Bridge21 methodology, with increased emphasis on the role of the teacher in critically monitoring and researching their own professional practice in the context of a learning community involving other teachers and researchers.

This module will provide students with a critical introduction to the principles and practices that underpin the generation of research-based evidence. The development of educational practitioners’ abilities to critically reflect on and deconstruct secondary research has been a core set of competencies in the area of continuing professional development since the late 1960s. In developing this tradition, it is intended in this module to provide students with the capacity to undertake their own research, but to do so from a theoretically, reflexively and methodologically informed perspective.

#### Aims

- To provide students with a critical grounding in the key debates around research-based evidence
- To introduce students to the range of research methodologies and research tools that can be applied by practitioners to generate and evaluate evidence.
- To develop students’ critical understanding of the reflexive dimensions associated with research-based evidence.
- To develop students understanding of the analytical techniques which can be applied in the context of evidence-based research.
- To develop students’ capacity to interpret and critique, from a methodological perspective, empirical forms of evidence.
- To enable students to collaboratively design, plan and carry out a small research study.
8. Learning Outcomes

*On successful completion of this module students should be able to:*

1. Identify and critically discuss the range of methodological approaches that can be applied in educational research, with an emphasis on practitioner inquiry and case study.
2. Apply the research process to investigate either instance of a 21C teaching and learning intervention or any other appropriate 'school culture' issue;
   Be able to distinguish between appropriate research methods and/or approaches for specific research questions.
3. Articulate the rationale from which the analysis proceeds and from which evidence and explanations are assessed
4. Write in a clear style and adhere to conventional academic practice with regards citations, footnotes, and referencing.

9. Course Content and Syllabus

Critically explore the underpinning principles of research-based policy and practice. Also, critically consider the tools and techniques used to generate data.
Fabricating evidence? The role of analysis and data representation and dissemination within research-based evidence policy and practice.
Design, development, implementation, evaluation and reporting of a technology enhanced project.
Overview of the research process & its key principles.
Research methods.
Data Collection Instruments. Data analysis.

10. Teaching and Learning Methods

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and small group workshop sessions.

Students will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by course’s on-line community.

11. Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)

Flexible learning space with access to computers, the Internet, digital projector.

12. Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)

Students will be required to undertake a small piece of collaborative research as per a practical application of the foundational concepts and methodologies covered in the module.

Successful completion of the research will involve constructing a research proposal, conducting a research intervention which will allow them to generate and analyse data in order to present results and findings in the form of a report of 2,500 words. The report will include a critical evaluation and self-reflection on the impact of the research exercise on their own professional practice.

The assessment will be based on the written report of 2500 words.

13. Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS

50%

14. Method of Supplemental Assessment

Resubmission of assignment
15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**

Bassey, M (1999). *Case study research in educational settings*. Buckingham: OUP.


**Relevant Websites**

http://www.nova.edu/ssss/QR/index.html/
http://www.bera.ac.uk/
http://www.britsoc.co.uk/
http://www.aera.net/

**Online relevant journals accessible via TCD library**

Students are strongly encouraged to use some of the following journals as part of their time on the module, which they should also use during their thesis work.

Journal of Mixed Methods Research
Qualitative Social Research
Harvard Educational Review
International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education Qualitative Inquiry
International Journal of Educational Research and Method
Qualitative Inquiry
Qualitative Research

16. **Evaluation**

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be
considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator**
   Dr Aibhin Bray

18. **Module Teaching Team**
    Dr Aibhin Bray and others
## MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**
Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Title of Module</th>
<th>Inclusive Education: issues related to equality, diversity and (dis)advantage in educational settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Module Code</td>
<td>TA21-Mod-10 Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)</td>
<td>TA21-Mod-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)</td>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)</td>
<td>Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ECTS Value</td>
<td>5 ECTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7. Rationale and Aims | Rationale  
This module explores the socio-cultural factors that impact on the distribution of educational access, participation and advantage/disadvantage within the compulsory context. More specifically it will critically explore the socio-cultural and economic influences on equity and equality which are examined through discourses around inclusion that are related to issues pertinent to contemporary professional practice.  
Aims  
- To engage with policy and provision matters within education for students who are experiencing/have experienced or are at risk of marginalisation within educational environments.  
- To explore the range of policy responses and modes of practice, nationally and internationally, which attempt to address issues relating to educational access, widening participation, ‘fair access’ and disadvantage.  
- To examine theoretical understandings of ‘power’ and ‘empowerment’ as they relate to differential access, participation and outcomes in education contexts. |
| 8. Learning Outcomes | **On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to:**  
1. Identify and critically describe key issues related to educational (dis)advantage, including socioeconomic influences, ‘diversity and difference’, additional needs, access, marginalising factors.  
2. Evaluate and apply educational theory to an analysis of educational access, participation, advantage and disadvantage and marginalisation in the Irish context.  
3. Reflect on the relevance of sociological perspectives and concepts interrogated through the module, as they relate to students’ experiences of school and society with the intention of developing critical engagement and analyses of their daily school life |
9. **Course Content and Syllabus**
The course content is set within the Irish legislative framework and national/international literature examining the emergence and impact of Inclusion as an ideology and practice. It also explores socio-cultural theories and approaches significant to widening participation and fair access.

10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**
The teaching strategy is a mixture of seminars and workshops structured around pre-session readings.

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**
Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the internet, digital projector.

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**
Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) in 'portfolio' or essay format which will facilitate the opportunity to draw on any multi-media tools and techniques, demonstrating reflection-in-action. A choice of topics for this assignment will focus on issues relating to educational inclusion, educational access and/or participation.

The portfolio will provide a number of presentation options which will include: an essay; or a combination of media in light of the underlying aims of the entire programme, e.g. the use of digital technology; and/or the possibility of drawing from critical engagement with creative methodologies, e.g. visual, audio etc.

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**
Portfolio 50%

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**
Re-submission of assignment

15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**

*Core Readings*


**Supplementary Reading List**


*Websites*


16. **Evaluation**

An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. **Module Coordinator(s)**

Dr Patricia McCarthy

18. **Module Teaching Team**

Dr Patricia McCarthy, Dr Cliona Hannon; others
# MODULE SPECIFICATION

**Programme(s) to which Module applies**

| Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning) |

## 1. Title of Module

| Leadership and Change Management in Education |

## 2. Module Code

| TA21-Mod-11 Optional |

## 3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)

| TA21-Mod-1 |

## 4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)

| Postgraduate |

## 5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)

| Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort. |

## 6. ECTS Value

| 5 ECTS |

## 7. Rationale and Aims

### Rationale

This module helps students to critically examine the role that leadership has in promoting change in schools and reflect on their own part in this process.

### Aims

- To develop an understanding of leadership as a social and ethical practice with profound implications for learning, school and society.
- To introduce students to the theory, research, policy and practice of leadership and change management with specific reference to the field of education.
- To explore values and ideologies which underpin the current wave of structural reform and change in education; and their implications for school-level leadership and management.

## 8. Learning Outcomes

*On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to:*

1. Identify and critically discuss key issues related to educational leadership including influences of policy and governance, and change management at school level.
2. Taking context into account, reflect critically on change theories and their implementation in practice.
3. Evaluate their conceptualisation of leadership within the context of their own schools.

## 9. Course Content and Syllabus

This will be set within the context of national and international literature on educational leadership and management and will provide an opportunity to consider the school/community/teaching profession/society as a social system.
10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**
The teaching strategy is a mixture of seminars and workshops structured around pre-session readings.

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**
Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, digital projector.

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**
Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) in ‘portfolio’ form, drawing on any multi-media tools and techniques, demonstrating reflection-in-action. The assignment will explore a school/student focused strategy within the context of leadership and change management.

The portfolio will provide a number of presentation options which will include: an essay; or a combination of media in light of the underlying aims of the entire programme, e.g. the use of digital technology; and/or the possibility of drawing from critical engagement with creative methodologies, e.g. visual, audio etc.

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**
Portfolio 50%

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**
Re-submission of the assignment.

15. **Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources**


Larusdottir, S.H. and O'Connor, E. (2017): Distributed leadership and middle leadership practice in schools: a disconnect? Irish Educational Studies Published online by Taylor and Francis, 05 Jun 2017


16. Evaluation
An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator
Dr Maija Salokangas

18. Module Teaching Team
Dr Eileen O'Connor; Dr Cliona Hannon; others
MODULE SPECIFICATION

Programme(s) to which Module applies
Certificate in Education (21st Century STEM/CS Teaching and Learning)

1. Title of Module
Information Literacy though Contextualised Inquiry

2. Module Code
TA21-Mod-12 Optional

3. Entry Requirements (if applicable)
TA21-Mod-1

4. Level (JF, SF, JS, SS, Postgraduate)
Postgraduate

5. Module Size (hours and number of weeks)
Eight student contact hours which will combine both workshops and seminars based around readings and tasks which encompass inquiry based activities. 100 hours of student effort.

6. ECTS Value
5 ECTS

7. Rationale and Aims

Rationale
The main means by which students at post-primary and third level seek out information is via Internet searching. Many post-primary and third-level students consider themselves to have good ICT skills, but these skills do not naturally equate to good information literacy. This module will encourage students to reflect upon and develop their own information literacy skills while engaging in genuine, contextualised inquiry. As such, the core principles of inquiry-based learning will also be outlined and demonstrated in practice. Grounded in the Bridge21 model, this course will require students to critically reflect on processes for finding and assessing information. In doing so they will learn about how they learn, and gain an understanding of how they think about knowledge. Emerging from this process, students will then be required to design and deliver their own inquiry-based scenario that promotes the development of information literacy rooted in their own discipline. The module will examine how an ‘information skills rich’ inquiry can be used in tandem with plenary and whole class discussion to create dynamic learning experiences.

Aims
• To introduce the 6 core concepts of information literacy.
• To introduce Inquiry Based Learning and empower students to design their own discipline specific inquiries.
• To encourage students to reflect upon and develop their own research skills.

8. Learning Outcomes
On successful completion of this module, the student should be able to.
1. Use the internet effectively as a research resource.
2. Design their own contextualised inquiry.
3. Plan and implement strategies to teach inquiry skills in the classroom context.
4. Reflect upon their own learning.
9. **Course Content and Syllabus**

*Information Literacy:*
- The emerging standards for Information Literacy
- The core skills attendant to meeting these standards
- The application of these standards through problem and inquiry based learning

*Inquiry Based Learning:*
- The process of inquiry design, resourcing and implementation
- Discerning the balance between inquiry and content, situating the inquiry in learning
- The design, delivery and critical assessment of a contextualised inquiry

10. **Teaching and Learning Methods**

A flipped classroom approach will be followed and the face to face student contact sessions will be delivered according to the Bridge21 methodology.

Learners will be encouraged to participate in a community of practice with their peers which will be supported by College’s VLE platform.

College guidelines on universal accessibility will be followed.

11. **Required Equipment and Resources (if applicable)**

Flexible learning space with ready-at-hand access to computers, the Internet, cameras (video and still), digital projector, sound recording, media editing and presentation tools.

12. **Methods of Assessment (for example, essay, seminar paper, examination, presentation)**

Students will be required to submit an evidence-based assignment (EBA) based on the creation and delivery of an inquiry based-learning experience with a group of learners of their choice. They will be required to reflect upon the lessons learned from the experience both for themselves as practitioners and for the target group of learners.

*The EBA will comprise of the following items:*
1. Description of the planned learning experience and its theoretical underpinnings.
2. A media presentation on an aspect of the delivery of the learning experience.
3. A structured reflection on the experience.

Students are free to use whatever digital media they wish for their submission but the written component should not exceed 2,500 words.

*The assessment criteria are:*
- Demonstrating an understanding of information literacy and inquiry-based learning principles
- Demonstrating an understanding of how to plan and implement a 21\textsuperscript{st}C inquiry based learning experience
- The depth and richness of the reflection provided.

Each of the above criteria are weighted equally.

13. **Pass Requirement and assessment components to be listed in SITS**

50% overall and 50% in each of the 3 components, weighted equally

14. **Method of Supplemental Assessment**

Failure in 1 component requires it to be resubmitted. Failure in 2 or more requires all 3 to be
resubmitted.

15. Recommended Reading Materials / Indicative Resources

21st Century Learning

Lawlor J., Marshall K., Tangney B., Bridge21 – Exploring the potential to foster intrinsic student motivation through a team-based, technology mediated learning model, Technology, Pedagogy and Education, in press.


Information Literacy

Asselin, M. (2002) “I wish someone had taught me”: Information literacy in a teacher education programme, Teacher Librarian 30(2), 10-17


Enquiry Based Learning

16. Evaluation
An on-line module survey will be administered at the end of the module and this will be considered by the course team.

17. Module Coordinator
Brendan Tangney

18. Module Teaching Team
Dr Sharon Kearney; others
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APPENDIX 3 Referencing Conventions

Introduction

In light of the increase in use of citation and referencing software such as EndNote or RefWorks, the School of Education has amended its citation and referencing conventions to accommodate the use of such software. The conventions adopted are those of the American Psychological Association (APA) and when using EndNote or other citation software, you should format all entries as "APA 6th". The following indicates how cited work should be included in both the text of your thesis and the list of references at the end whether using software or not.

[The School of Education acknowledges the contribution of the State University of Sacramento in the preparation of this document]

IN TEXT

Throughout the body of your paper, note the author and date of research that you mention.

**Author and Date Cited in Text** (no parenthetical citation necessary)
In a 1989 article, Gould explores some of Darwin's most effective metaphors.

**Author Not Cited in Text**
As metaphors for the workings of nature, Darwin used the tangled bank, the tree of life, and the face of nature (Gould, 1989).

**Author Cited in Text**
Gould (1989) attributes Darwin's success to his gift for making the appropriate metaphor.

**Direct Quotation with Name of Author**
Gould (1989) explains that Darwin used the metaphor of the tree of life "to express the other form of interconnectedness—genealogical rather than ecological—and to illustrate both success and failure in the history of life" (p. 14).

**Direct Quotation without Name of Author**
Darwin used the metaphor of the tree of life "to express the other form of interconnectedness—genealogical rather than ecological" (Gould, 1989, p. 14).

For each of the samples above the correct "References" APA style format would be:


**Quoting references that cite other works**

To cite secondary sources, refer to both sources in the text, but include in the References list only the source that you actually used. For instance, suppose you read Feist (1998) and would like to paraphrase a sentence from Bandura (1989) within that book:

**In this case, your in-text citation would be:** Bandura (Bandura, 1989, as cited in Feist, 1998) defined self-efficacy as "people's beliefs about their capabilities to exercise control over
events that affect their lives" (p. 1175).

Feist (1998) would be fully referenced within the list of References. Bandura (1989) would not be listed.

LIST OF REFERENCES

Begin your list of references on a new page, headed with the word “References” centred at the top.

Use “Reference” if there is only one.

Alphabetize the list by author's last name. If there is no author given, start with the first significant word in the title.

For article titles, capitalize only the first word of the title and subtitle, and proper names.

Periodical titles should be written in full with both capital and lower case letters.

References are to be in a hanging indent format, meaning that the first line of each reference is set flush left and subsequent lines are indented (In Microsoft Office: Word 2007, choose Line spacing> Line spacing options> Indentation> Special> Hanging). Double space the entire list.

PRINT SOURCES: JOURNAL ARTICLES


**One Author**


**Two to Seven Authors**


**Eight or More Authors**

**Note:** Include all authors up to and including seven. For eight or more, include the first six, then an ellipsis, followed by the last author’s name.


**Magazine Article**


**Review of a Book**


**Daily Newspaper Article, No Author**

*Note:* Use p or pp before page number. If the article had more than one page but not continuous then the citation would be “pp. A12, A14.”


**Letter to the Editor, Newspaper Article**


**Entire Issue of a Journal**


**PRINT SOURCE: BOOKS AND REPORTS**

Format: Author, A.A. (year). Title of work. Location: Publisher.

**Book**


**A Book by More than One Author**


**Edited Book**


**Corporate Author as Publisher**

Anonymous Author


**Chapter in a Book**


**ERIC Document**


**Government Report**


**ELECTRONIC (BROADCAST, ONLINE and WEB SITES)**

Many scholarly publishers have been assigning unique identifiers to each published article. The DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is an alpha-numeric code registered to each scholarly article in order to assign a persistent link to the article. **The DOI has replaced the database name and URL in the list of references.** Because the link is to the final version, do not include a retrieval date. Since DOI numbers are complex, copy and paste DOI into the reference. APA recommends that the DOI be included for print and online citations.

Citing electronic sources is similar to citing print sources; citations direct readers to the source or as close as possible.


**Full-Text Article with DOI assigned**


Full-Text Articles without a DOI

If no DOI has been assigned, provide the home page URL of the journal, book or report publisher. If you are accessing through a database, you may need to do a web search to locate the URL. It is not necessary to include the name of the database. There is no full-stop at the end of a reference citation ending with a URL.


Retrieved from [http://intl-tas.sagepub.com](http://intl-tas.sagepub.com)


Online Newspaper Article


Retrieved from [http://sfgate.com](http://sfgate.com)

Research or Technical Report from a Web Site


Article from Web Site or E-journal


Webpage


Note: Use (n.d.) if no date is given.

Television Broadcast


Electronic Book from Web Site
http://onlineoriginals.com/showitem.asp?itemID=135

Electronic Book from Database
Retrieved from http://www.netlibrary.com

Wiki
http://psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Psychometric_assessment

Data set
http://pewhispanic.org/datasets/

Blog post

Audio podcast

Quotations
Authors should use direct quotations sparingly, and they should only use them when they are crucial to making their point. When authors use quotations, they must cite the source and list a page number or numbers (APA, 2010, section 6.03).
APPENDIX 4 Critical Reflection Template

Critical Reflection involves a deeper analysis of personal actions within wider socio-politico-historical-economic-cultural contexts.

A model for critical reflection is to answer these questions:

“What Happened?”

“So What?”

“Now What?”


Also refer to Bridge21’s “Teacher Reflective Practice Post-Workshop Page”, adapted from Adapted from Rolfe et al (2001): Framework for Reflective Practice

Workshop Reflection

1. What...?
   **PROMPT Qs:** What happened during this workshop? What did you observe? What did you achieve? What did your students achieve? What went well? What didn’t go well?

2. So What...?
   **PROMPT Qs:** What did you like/dislike about the workshop? How did you respond? How did you feel? Did you learn anything about yourself? Did you learn anything about your students?

3. Now What...?
   **PROMPT Qs:** How will you apply what you have learned today in your teaching? How will it help you develop your students’ learning further? How will you develop your learning further? What information can you share with colleagues?
# APPENDIX 5 Assignment Report Form

**University of Dublin**

**Trinity College**

Assignment Report Form for Postgraduate Certificate in 21st Century Teaching and Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name:</th>
<th>Student Number:</th>
<th>Date of Submission:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Module Title:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths of Assignment:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas for Improvement:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Comments:**

Mark the following as: **Below Expectations, Borderline, Good, Very Good** or **Excellent**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure/Organisation</th>
<th>Analysis/Reflection</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Provisional grade and mark awarded: **(SUBJECT TO THE AGREEMENT OF THE COURT OF EXAMINERS)**

**Grade:**

- Distinction [ ]
- Pass [ ]
- Fail [ ]

**Mark (%):** ____________

**Signed:** ________________

**Date:** __________________
APPENDIX 6 Draft Consent Form

Consent Form

The School of Education, Trinity College Dublin recognises the need to ensure the welfare and safety of all young people taking part in any activity associated with our organisation.

In accordance with this we do not permit photographs, video or other images of young people to be taken without the consent of the parents/carers and children. As your child will be taking part in a Digital Media Literacy project being undertaken by (insert teacher’s name) during class time, we would like to ask for your consent to take photographs/videos/audio recordings of the event or activity that may contain images of your child. It is likely that these images may be used as

☐ a record of the activity or the event
☐ in a written assignment of the activity or event that will be viewed and evaluated by the course team in the School of Education, Trinity College Dublin, and by examiners for the purpose of assessment. It will not be subject to any public viewing.

The School of Education will take all steps to ensure these images are stored securely and used solely for the purposes they are intended.

We would be grateful if you and your child could complete this form and return it to (insert teacher’s name) by the (insert the date that you would like the completed form to be returned by).

Parental consent

I _______________ (insert parent/carer name) consent/do not consent (strike out as appropriate) to (insert teacher’s name) photographing or videoing ________________ (insert name of child) for the Digital Media Literacy project. I understand that these images may be submitted to Trinity College as part of a related assignment.

Date:____________________

Signature:________________

Child Consent

I _______________ (insert name of child) consent to (insert teacher’s name) photographing or videoing my involvement in the Digital Media Literacy project. I understand that these images may be submitted to Trinity College as part of a related assignment.

Date:____________________

Signature:_________________________________________